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Grading 
Grade C/D – You must be accustomed to regular, very strenuous, hill treks and have a level of fitness 
compatible with trekking in mountainous terrain. Treks will cover rough, uneven, snowy ground at altitudes 
of up to 4,000 metres, where even gentle activity feels more tiring than usual. 

Focus 
Snow Leopards and other Himalayan wildlife  
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Watching a Snow Leopard! 

Snow Leopard (top-left) hunting Blue Sheep, seen by the 2013 Naturetrek group 

Introduction 

In the depths of winter Snow Leopards descend 

from the high peaks in the north-west Indian state 

of Ladakh into valleys to pursue their main prey 

species, the Bharal (Blue Sheep). On this tour, we go 

in search of this most elusive and beautiful of cats, 

journeying into the spectacular Himalayan mountain 

ranges. Snow Leopards are seen regularly here and 

have recently achieved fame in the photograph 

which won Steve Winter the title of BBC Wildlife 

Photographer of the Year in 2008. Indeed, we will 

be visiting the same mountain trails and gorges 

where his award-winning images were taken!  

 

To increase our chances of seeing Snow Leopard, we will make use of the expert knowledge of local researchers 

for this tour. Snow Leopards come down from higher altitude areas in the winter to look for prey and our local 

guides will direct our search efforts to known haunts, scrapes and kill sites, as well as help us follow other signs 

of Snow Leopard activity. 

 

This 14-day tour is one of the most amazing and adventurous trips you are ever likely to do, giving you the 

chance not only to look for the Snow Leopard but also to visit the spectacular state of Ladakh, renowned for its 

remote mountain beauty, picturesque villages and fascinating Buddhist monasteries. We will make a 6-day 

dedicated search for Snow Leopards through Hemis National Park, exploring the gorges and trails, accompanied 

by expert local guides. Sightings are made at some point during most winters, though we must stress that the 

Snow Leopard remains one of the most elusive animals on the planet and sightings are definitely not guaranteed. 
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Woolly Hare 

Snow Leopard territory   

The tour is timed to coincide with the best time of year for 

seeing Snow Leopards and by far the majority of our search 

focus will be directed towards finding them. It is not the best 

time of year for seeing other wildlife of the region – indeed, 

most has disappeared by this season. However, other wildlife 

does inhabit the region and among the species of mammal living 

here in winter are: Bharal, Ladakh Urial (a rare type of sheep), 

Red Fox, Pika and Woolly Hare. Ibex and Tibetan Argali occur 

in small numbers in the area that we visit and we will go in 

search of these. Most of Ladakh’s birds head south for the 

winter, so we cannot expect to see many species. However, 

Himalayan Griffon, Lammergeier and Golden Eagle still patrol 

the skies and Himalayan Snowcock, Chukar Partridge, Ravens, 

Red-billed and Yellow-billed Chough, and Hill Pigeon all remain 

for the winter. Small birds that stay include Brown and Robin 

Accentors, Eastern Great Rosefinch, Brandt’s Mountain Finch, 

White-winged Snowfinch, two species of dipper, Güldenstädt’s 

Redstart and the tiny, brightly-coloured Stoliczka’s Tit-warbler. 

 

This is a very adventurous tour, and should not be undertaken lightly! You should note that, because our chief 

aim (although an ambitious one) is to see a Snow Leopard, absolute flexibility is the key. While we will stay at 

basic, but comfortable, hotels in Delhi and Leh, we will then spend six days on the move, searching for Snow 

Leopards. During this time we will be staying in basic camp accommodation or with local families. The tour 

programme is designed to maximise our chances of a Snow Leopard encounter and we may revise and adjust our 

itinerary at any time, at short notice, should snow conditions or other adverse or local conditions deem it wise to 

do so. 

 

The Snow Leopard is a rare and elusive animal that is notoriously difficult to see! Sightings, therefore, cannot be 

guaranteed. However this tour does offer you the chance to search for Snow Leopards at the best time of year – 

when they have descended to lower altitudes 

during the harsh Ladakhi winter in search of 

their prey. Our success, or otherwise, will 

depend on several factors, amongst them 

favourable weather! If there has been 

sufficient snowfall to drive the Snow 

Leopards down into the valleys, we stand a 

good chance of a sighting (or hopefully 

more!) of this mythical creature. Indeed, on 

our 2013 Snow Leopard Quest, our 

Naturetrek group managed to see 6 different 

Snow Leopards (including a mother with 

cub!), watched for a total of 16 hours, the 

2014 tour saw 5 Snow Leopards, the 2015 tour saw 4 Snow Leopards and the 2017 and 2018 saw 4 different 
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Wrapped up and ready to go! 

Snow Leopards, with a total of 6 sightings! In 2019 we saw a Snow Leopard on the very first day in the Hemis 

National Park! Amazingly, it was within 600 metres of us, and we were able to watch it for an hour and a half. 

Beware! 

This is a very adventurous tour, and should not be undertaken lightly! You should note that, because our chief 

aim (although an ambitious one) is to see a Snow Leopard, absolute flexibility is the key. If we are scheduled to 

spend the night at a comfortable hotel in one part of Ladakh, but we hear that a Snow Leopard has been seen in 

another part where the accommodation is extremely basic, we reserve the right to move the group there 

immediately, rescheduling our tour programme to maximize our chances of a Snow Leopard encounter! We may 

similarly revise and adjust our itinerary at any time, and at very short notice, should snow conditions or other 

adverse or local conditions deem it wise to do so. 

 

You will need to be physically very fit – accustomed to regular very strenuous and demanding hill and mountain 

trekking. You must also be aware of the effects of altitude, which affect people in different ways, on your ability 

to cope with the physical demands of this tour. We do allow time for acclimatising to the altitude, but you should 

be aware that it will almost certainly still affect your physical stamina. Levels of activity that may be relatively easy 

at lower altitudes can be much more difficult when between 3,000 and 4,000 metres and you are likely to feel far 

more tired after any exercise. 

 

We will be in mountain terrain in mid-winter and you must be adequately prepared for the cold. You will need 

down jackets and sleeping bags. You should also note that, because some group members will inevitably be 

prepared to endure harsher conditions than others in their search for the Snow Leopard, we are likely to split the 

group on regular occasions and for this reason we will take two guides with us on this tour – an expert naturalist 

(Sujan Chatterjee, Kustabh Mulay, Sarath Champati, Manoj Sharma, Durgesh Singh, Dave Mallon or Gerald 

Broddelez) and a local Ladakhi guide with similar experience.  

 

Be prepared, too, for flight delays! Internal 

flights are operated into Leh when the 

weather is clear. In fact, winter weather, 

being outside the monsoon season, is often 

clear; however, mountain weather is 

nonetheless unpredictable, and delays of 

several days, or even longer, cannot be 

ruled out! Patience, therefore, plus a spirit 

of adventure and an acceptance of 

flexibility, are individual qualities that are 

essential for such a tour. You should also 

note that, if we are delayed on the 

outbound domestic flight from Delhi 

(where the extra cost of staying each night 

at the Holiday Inn or Novotel rather than in Leh is £95 (pp – twin) and £150 (pp – single)), or the return 
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journey from Leh, you will be liable for any extra expenses incurred, be that extra accommodation, transfers or 

flight amendments not included in the price of our scheduled holiday itinerary. Please note that fog is very 

common at this time of year, making the likelihood of flight delays a very real possibility. 

 

 

 

 

Thiksey Monastery (Durgesh Singh) 

 

Snow Leopard (Durgesh Singh) 
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Prayer flags near Leh 

Detailed Itinerary  

Day 1 

In Flight  

We depart from London on direct British Airways scheduled flight to Delhi at 1140.  

Day 2 

Fly Delhi to Leh 

We will arrive Delhi at around 1.20am and 

connect with your flight to Leh in Ladakh, 

scheduled to arrive 6.30am. This is a 

spectacular flight, if the weather is clear, 

taking us over the Himalayan range to Leh, 

leaving the hot and humid monsoon plains 

for the arid rocky mountains of trans-

Himalayan Ladakh.  

 

Leh is situated at 3,500 metres. 

Acclimatisation is essential in order for you 

to enjoy your holiday to the full, and we will 

take things easy at first, spending two full 

days near to Leh in order to adjust to the altitude. For this reason, we will spend the rest of today relaxing in our 

hotel, which will either be the Omasila or similar. Both these hotels have spectacular Himalayan views, pleasant 

grounds and a central location. The rooms are basic but comfortable (heated by generator for some hours each 

day) with en suite facilities.  

 

In the afternoon relax and acclimatise. 

Day 3 

Sightseeing in Leh; cultural visits to Shey & Thiksey 

We will spend a whole day acclimatising to the altitude and exploring the area. Today we will visit Shey, which 

was once the residence of the royal family. The monastery here is famous for its high gilded statue of Buddha.  

 

Twelve miles from Leh, and spectacularly situated, is one of the finest examples of Ladakhi architecture – 

Thiksey. This is one of the largest and most impressive Gompas in the area and has several temples containing 

images, stupas and exquisite wall paintings. Thiksey monastery has an outstanding collection of art in its 

chambers. The Gompa is incredibly atmospheric, with hypnotic chanting and music to be heard in the 

background, and there are wonderful views of the valleys from the roof.  

 

We will also visit Hemis Gompa, one of the richest, largest and most famous Ladakhi Gompas, built during the 

1630s. 
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Hemis National Park 

 

If time permits, we will enjoy a visit to the Shanti Stupa followed by a documentary film or a slide show on Snow 

Leopard. 

Day 4 

Leh – Ulley – Leh  

 

Today we will spend full say in search of Urial, the long-legged Red Sheep which inhabit the dry plains of 

Ladakh. With this in mind we will travel to Nimmu at the confluence of the Zanskar and Indus Rivers. On the 

way we will cross a bright stream, which is a home to a pair of Brown Dippers and have all around impressive 

mountainsides and picturesque farms with placid herds of dzo grazing in valley bottoms.  

 

On our February group finding Urial proved all too easy: a group of eight of these handsome animals grazed the 

dusty desert landscape, drifting gradually away into a valley as we watched. In the far distance on a great plain 

beyond Nimmu were more Urial, seen as distant specks against the vastness of the landscape. Then the guide 

took the group to the highest point of our tour, above 4,000m of altitude. Once there he swiftly found a group 

of Asiatic Ibex grazing on a distant hillside. As our group watched these powerful animals through the scopes he 

regaled us with tales of the Wolves he had seen in the same spot just the previous afternoon. A Himalayan 

Griffon circled above us (perhaps he knew something we didn’t) and on a dusty slope were four splendid 

Himalayan Snowcock. The group left Ulley delighted with the two new ungulates we had seen during the day and 

with the two Red Foxes. 

Day 5  

Drive to Latho; trek to Zingchen, Hemis (High Altitude) National Park 

Today we will drive to Zingchen, a distance of sixteen kilometres across the Indus in Spituk. We will follow a 

zig-zag trail along the Indus River until we enter a gorge. We’ll continue along the stream coming out of the 

Rumbak gorge to where it joins the Indus and here we will be looking for the first signs of Snow Leopard 

scrapes, as well as taking time to admire some ancient etchings showing Snow Leopards hunting Ibex. We will 

then make a short trek to Husing, situated at an altitude of 3,700 metres, where we will camp for the night. 

Days 6 – 10 
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Snow Leopard tracks…   

Female Snow Leopard in Ladakh 

Royle’s Pika 

Search in Snow Leopard Country 

The schedule for our trek over the next five days will be 

decided on by our expert guide. There will not be a fixed 

itinerary and the emphasis will be on flexibility – this will 

be to maximise the possibilities of seeing Snow Leopards. 

Please note that sightings cannot be guaranteed, however, 

as the Snow Leopard is one of the most elusive animals 

on the planet!  

 

Our days will be spend searching for Snow Leopards. 

Forced down from high altitude summer haunts, the 

Snow Leopards in this region make their way down to the valleys and 

gorge sides in Hemis National Park during midwinter to search for prey. 

For this reason we have scheduled our trip to take place during the 

coldest time of year here. Opportunities for sightings are most likely to 

arise from staking out a kill and waiting for an individual to return to it, 

following tracks and other signs of activity as we hike up narrow side 

valleys. 

 

We begin our quest at Zingchen, which lies at the entrance of Hemis 

National Park. From here we will trek to Husing, initially following the 

confluence of the Indus to see the ancient petroglyphs (a type of ancient 

rock carving) of the area, then we will walk up the gorge towards 

Husing. This is a narrow and rugged gorge in prime Snow Leopard 

habitat – Snow Leopards have been seen mating here twice! The 

chances of seeing Snow Leopards in the gorges are good, as they are 

known to traverse the different side valleys here two to three times a week. This is one of the locations where 

Steve Winter’s BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition images were taken. 

Hemis National Park, also known as the ‘Snow Leopard Capital of India’, is situated at an altitudinal range of 

3,300 to 6,000 m, and hosts a remarkable variety of wildlife. The Park, established in 1981, is bounded by the 

Indus River and encloses a range of habitats including dry forests of Juniper, Birch, fir, alpine grasslands and 
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Typical campsite for the trek  

scrublands. The Park is full of many endangered animals normally found in cold regions, along with an 

interesting assemblage of cold desert flora. Hemis Park is home to Snow Leopard, Tibetan Ibex, Pallas’s Cat, 

Bharal, Red Fox, Wolf, Marmot, Tibetan Argali and Ladakh Urial.  

 

Our camp at Husing lies at a crossroads of a major Snow Leopard corridor and mornings and evenings will find 

us scanning some of the slopes around Husing camp (altitude 3,700 metres) and Sumdo camp (4,000 metres). 

Apart from Snow Leopards, other wildlife we may see includes Blue Sheep – the main prey for Snow Leopards 

here. Tibetan Argali can sometimes be seen on the higher slopes above the Yurutse hamlet (4,400 metres) and 

Golden Eagle and Lammergeyer are two of the raptors still found in these mountains during the coldest season.  

  

Our overnight accommodation during our search in Snow Leopard country will be a combination of camping 

and staying at local homes. We will spend one or two nights in a village homestay in Rumbak (4,100 metres) 

where we will be looked after by our own staff. Rumbak is a spectacular place – a narrow gorge suddenly opens 

into a wide valley surrounded by high mountains, including Stok Kangri – 6,120 metres high!  

 

Please be aware that homestay accommodation will not involve western-style facilities and comfort levels! It may 

mean sleeping together in sleeping bags on the floor, and forgoing a shower or decent wash for a day or two! 

Alternatively, it may involve being separated from the group and staying on your own with a family. Campsites 

will be basic, though we will make them as comfortable as possible under the circumstances. We will enjoy a 

continental style breakfast each day and have either a hot or packed lunch, depending on our itinerary for the 

day. Dinners will be continental, Indian or Ladakhi. You will need to bring your own down sleeping bag suitable 

for mountain conditions in mid-winter. 

Day 11 

Morning Walk; return to Leh via Zingchen 

Today we will have a morning walk to 

Husing/Tarbung then trek back to Zingchen. From 

there we will drive to Leh and stay at the Hotel 

Omasila or similar for the night. 
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Day 12 

Fly Leh to Delhi 

Today we will say goodbye to our 

trekking team and catch a morning 

internal flight to Delhi, arriving there 

mid-morning. We will transfer to our 

hotel located close to the airport. We 

arrive in the morning at 8.50am and 

transfer to our hotel located close to the 

airport.  Our stay in Delhi for this 

holiday is usually at the 5-star hotel, 

usually The Pullman Hotel for a 

convenient access to the Delhi airport, 

(we cannot guarantee a particular hotel, 

but always endeavor to book one of a 

high standard not far from the airport).  The hotel features an array of eclectic and exciting eateries. Whether 

you’re looking for a quick bite while you’re on the go or a comfortable setting in which to savour a meal, 

tantalizing options, are at hand. With a varied variety of three restaurants and lounges at Pullman, you can 

indulge in different Asian cuisines. We may also make use of its facilities, which include a pool and a spa and 

health centre before the next phase of our journey. Our stay in this comfortable hotel is well deserved before a 

long flight! If we do not stay at the Pullman, a hotel offering an equivalent standard of rooms and service will be 

used. 

 

The rest of the day will be free for us to explore the city on our own. 

Day 13 

Sightseeing, Delhi 

There may be time for some city sightseeing today and to sample some of Delhi’s historical sights. Old Delhi 

pulses with energy and colour – the hustle and bustle of bazaars thronging with people assaults the senses and 

narrow lanes twist and turn between tall leaning houses, from which the sounds and aromas of the Indian 

subcontinent emanate, enveloping the visitor. In Old Delhi you will see the famous Red Fort (this and the Taj 

Mahal were both built by the Emperor Shah Jehan), the Jama Masjid Mosque with its tapering minarets and 

wonderful marble domes, and Chandni Chowk (Old Delhi’s business nerve centre), which provides a chaotic but 

fascinating snapshot of commercial life to a noisy backdrop of traffic and voices. 

 

We check out of our hotel at midday and, after spending the rest of the day sightseeing, there should be time for 

a farewell evening meal at Pullman before our late night transfer to the international airport. 

Day 14  

Fly London 
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We depart Delhi in the early hours of the morning on a scheduled British Airways direct flight to London, 

arriving home at around 0730. 

 

To reiterate, please note that the itinerary outlined above offers our planned programme of excursions.  

However, snow leopard movements, adverse weather and other local considerations may necessitate 

some reordering of the programme during the course of the tour. Any such changes will always be done 

to maximise the best use of time and weather conditions available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clockwise from top-left: White-browed Tit Warbler, Robin Accentor, monastery near Leh, Chukar Partridge, 

small village in Ladakh and children’s ‘ice game’ 
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Grading 

Grade C/D (extremely strenuous).  

How fit do I need to be? 

This tour is a mountain wildlife adventure. You need a high level of physical health, fitness and stamina for this 

tour. You also need to be able to cope mentally with changes to itinerary and to be able to adapt to sleeping out 

in very cold conditions and with local people, sometimes separately from the main group.  

 

How will the altitude affect me? 

Altitude affects everyone differently, so we cannot tell you exactly how you will react. However, we can tell you 

that it essential to acclimatise to the altitudes before setting off on trek and what symptoms to look out for. We 

will acclimatise to the altitude in Leh, which is situated at 3,500 metres. At these altitudes you can expect to find 

any physical exertion more tiring than normal. You may also find that your appetite is reduced. This is usual and 

Naturetrek staff will keep a close eye on you – to ensure you are eating enough and are fully fit. Symptoms 

associated with altitude sickness are more extreme and extensive than feeling a little tired or having a lowered 

appetite, and more information about this will be provided in your Pre-departure information. 

 

How hard will the trek be? 

The trek lasts six days and is based largely around mountain walking excursions, through difficult terrain and in 

snowy conditions. Though daily walks are not that long they will be tough, and even if you are physically fit, you 

may find exertion much harder than usual because of the altitudes, which range from 3,000 metres to 4,500 

metres. Our focus will be on finding Snow Leopards using local information and guides who know the terrain 

and animals intimately. We will be guided by their expertise and knowledge. Preferably you will have had 

experience of mountain trekking before undertaking this trip. The tour will not suit anyone who is faint-hearted, 

fastidious or suffers from acute vertigo (mountain roads and trails at times cling to steep cliffs)! A spirit of 

adventure is essential. You should not come on this holiday without one! 

Weather  

It will be very cold. You are visiting one of the world’s highest and most remote mountain ranges, where 

conditions are unpredictable – snow may fall at any time. For much of the winter the sun does shine in this 

region, to the north of the Himalayas, and at altitudes between 3,700 and 4,500 metres, where we will be in 

Hemis National Park, we will expect sunny weather with a chill wind. Temperatures could drop as low as -20°C 

at night but are more typically between -8°C and -15°C. Heavy snow can of course fall at any time at this season. 

Conditions underfoot may be very difficult – icy, snowy and steep.  

 

Food & Accommodation  

The cost of all meals and accommodation is included in the price of this holiday except for lunches and dinners 

in Delhi. The accommodation will be basic, and on trek will take the form of camping or a village homestay. 

More details of homestays can be found at www.himalayan-homestays.com. We will eat local food of a 

generally reasonable standard – typically rice and curry, with some Ladakhi specialities. 

http://www.himalayan-homestays.com/
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Flight 

We use the direct scheduled service of British Airways for most of our tours to India from London Heathrow 

Terminal 5 because they offer an excellent all-round service (including connecting departures from most of the 

regional airport, though such departures from regional airports will be subject to an additional charge of around 

£150) and competitive fares.  

 

If you would prefer to travel World Travellers Plus (normally available at a supplement charge of around £595) 

or Business (normally available at a supplement charge of around £2,495), please call us for competitive quotes.  

 

These prices are only approximate and could vary according to availability and season. We will be pleased to 

approach the airline and offer you a quote on request. 

 
If you would prefer to travel from regional airports, please let us know at the time of booking so that we can 
make the necessary arrangements and obtain a competitive fare. 

Clothing 

You will need to be very well equipped for this holiday. Essential equipment: A good 4-season sleeping bag with 

hood suitable for Alpine winters, a down jacket, woolly hat/balaclava, skiing type gloves, , waterproof jacket and 

warm outdoor-wear trousers, fleece (and many other warm layers), thermal underwear – more than one set 

recommended, sturdy 4-season good-quality walking boots. A Thermarest mat will be useful. You will be cold if 

you do not bring these items. A full list of essential and recommended clothing will be provided with your Pre-

departure information. 

Focus 

Will I see Snow Leopards? 

Snow Leopards may be guaranteed in a zoo or wildlife park, but not in the wild, where they remain one of the 

most elusive and difficult of all mammals to see! That is really what makes this tour so special; the very chance of 

a sighting making this a rare opportunity indeed. Since we began operating this tour in 2009, our sightings 

success-rate has significantly improved. This is mostly due to our local guides' improved understanding of how 

and where to find them. Based on the success of our 2013 tour (on which we saw 6 different Snow Leopards – 

including a mother and cub – and watched them for a total of 16 hours), 2014, 2015 and 2017, you stand a good 

chance of seeing one!  

Will I see any other wildlife? 

The overwhelming focus of this tour is on searching for Snow Leopards. We will not focus our efforts on 

searching for other wildlife, but there are other species inhabiting these remote regions at this time of year, 

though most has disappeared for the winter. Other wildlife we may see in the area includes a small variety of 

birds, including Golden Eagle and Lammergeyer, Ibisbill and Wallcreeper. There are a few mammalian species 

you may see including Pika, Woolly Hare, Red Fox, Urial and Blue Sheep. For full details please see our tour 

reports.  
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Tour leaders 

A Naturetrek tour leader will accompany this trip: either Sujan Chatterjee, Durgesh Singh, Nick Acheson, 

Kustabh Mulay, Sarath Champati, Manoj Sharma, Dave Mallon or Gerald Broddelez. A local Ladakhi guide with 

similar experience, will be our local guide. There will also be local assistance.  

Your safety & security 

You have chosen to travel to Ladakh, India. Risks to your safety and security are an unavoidable aspect of all 

travel and the best current advice on such risks is provided for you by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.  

In order to assess and protect against any risks in your chosen destination, it is essential that you refer to the 

Foreign Office website – https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/india regularly prior to travel. 

How to book your place 

In order to book your place on this holiday, please give us a call on 01962 733051 with a credit or debit card, 

book online at www.naturetrek.co.uk, or alternatively complete and post the booking form at the back of our 

main Naturetrek brochure, together with a deposit of 20% of the holiday cost plus any room supplements if 

required. If you do not have a copy of the brochure, please call us on 01962 733051 or request one via our 

website. Please stipulate any special requirements, for example extension requests or connecting/regional flights, 

at the time of booking. 

Special permit – important 

In addition to entry visas, we will also require a special permit to visit Hemis National Park. You will need to take 

with you on this trip a photocopy of your passport (clearly showing your photograph, passport number, date of 

issue, date of expiry and your date of birth) and photocopy of your Indian visa to obtain the permit. 

 

Please provide us with your passport details (passport number, date of issue, date of expiry and your 

date of birth) at the time of booking. It is important to note that arrangements will be booked using the 

same passport details that you provide us at the time of booking, and it will not be possible to change 

these details once they have been booked. (If you renew your passport after booking, please also bring 

the old passport whose details you gave us at the time of booking as this will also be required). 

 

In the Kingdom of Snow 

  

In February, Nick Acheson led our Snow Leopard Quest to Ladakh. He and his group saw no fewer 

than six Snow Leopards, which they watched for a total of 16 hours. Here he relates the most thrilling 

encounter of all ... 

  

In places the world seems bigger. Or I seem smaller perhaps. I am small here: in the lofty, ice-gripped Himalayas 

of Ladakh, where the click of stone on stone as a Blue Sheep crosses a slope – even this – seems bigger than I. 

http://www.naturetrek.co.uk/
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Bigger too the sandpaper cry of a Red-billed Chough floating like a bonfire scrap in the soaring sky. Bigger the 

mountain streams, frozen to treacherous slipways of ice, and bigger the shard of this ice glinting in a Royle’s 

Pika’s eye on a tumble of stones beneath the path. 

  

One presence fills this landscape though, as big as it is. Its absence too. It fills the valleys and the near-vertical 

screes. It fills the waking attention, the sleeping fears, of the Blue Sheep and the Woolly Hares. It fills the 

daylight hopes of eight Naturetrekkers, our excited night-talk in the mess tent, our dreams, and our first thoughts 

as we wake, stiff from the night’s unrelenting cold, our breath frozen to the mouths of our polar sleeping bags. It 

is the Snow Leopard. 

  

It is here: everywhere here. Its pawprints are in the film of freshly fallen snow on the ice, and with them a 

delicate stripe brushed by its great tail. It is here in the small scrapes in the dust by the path and in the oily patch 

of its urine sprayed under an overhanging rock. It is everywhere in this landscape; it fills this landscape; it is this 

landscape. But it chooses when and whether to be seen. 

  

One morning we Naturetrekkers are in the Husing Valley, an hour’s walk, step by chest-crushing step, above 

camp. For no perceptible reason our guide Chitta turns to look at the slope behind us, under which we have just 

walked, and in that moment this taciturn, mountain-quiet man becomes a pure energy. Eight Naturetrekkers 

follow the gaze of a Ladakhi leopard expert: eighteen eyes trained on a dust grey cat crazed in exquisite squiggles 

of black, of one pattern, one colour with the sun-scarred mountainside. With her – we can scarce believe – a 

smaller cat, her cub of eight months. Hardly breaking the horizon this mountain mother marshals her cub over 

the ridge of the slope, into the next valley. 

  

Into the next valley we too go, as fast as this un-air will allow our legs to move, to see the mother lead the cub to 

a den. So we too den, setting our scopes on the rock cleft where the cats have hidden. Their ears, their paws, 

their noses come and go from sight in the midday hours, and our smiling camp boys come with a delicious picnic 

lunch. Then, as Chitta foretold, in the afternoon our female crosses scree-slope and snow to stalk Blue Sheep on 

the cliff-face opposite. We hold our breath – what little breath these 4,000m of altitude allow – as she tiptoes, 

stone by agonising stone, towards the grazing sheep. One sheep detects that something’s wrong: there follow 

twenty minutes of icy stand-off, the Snow Leopard frozen, and just twenty metres below her the Blue Sheep, 

aware of her but not seeing her. Finally, perhaps, a stone slips from beneath the great cat’s feet and the sheep 

scatter down the mountainside. Our female unfreezes, muscles melting into the mountain. She moves to the top 

of a boulder and visibly sulks, her pale eyes filling the vast valley with her anger. 

  

On the far side of the valley, beneath a cleft in which a Snow Leopard cub still dozes, eight Naturetrekkers are 

jubilant. 

  

We saw a Snow Leopard on the very first day in the Hemis National Park! Amazingly, it was within 600 metres 

of us, and we were able to watch it for an hour and a half’, writes tour leader, Durgesh Singh. 

 

‘As well as the Snow Leopard, we also got to see two pairs of Tibetan Wolves, Red Fox, numerous Bharals 

(Himalayan Blue Sheep) and Woolly Hares. 
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Highlights from our February 2019 departure 

 

We saw a Snow Leopard on the very first day in the Hemis National Park! Amazingly, it was within 600 metres 

of us, and we were able to watch it for an hour and a half, writes tour leader, Durgesh Singh. 

 

As well as the Snow Leopard, we also got to see two pairs of Tibetan Wolves, Red Fox, numerous Bharals 

(Himalayan Blue Sheep) and Woolly Hares. 

 

We had a bird's eye view of Leh from Shanti Stupa and met the people involved in Snow Leopard conservation 

on our first acclimatisation day. Our visit to Thiksey Monastery and Shey Palace, where we got to know more 

about Tibetan Buddhism, was an enlightening experience. We also saw a good number of Ibisbill, Guldenstadt’s 

Redstart and a single Solitary Snipe on the Indus River. 

 

Our visit to Ulley yielded Asiatic Ibex and Ladakh Urials, together with birds like Robin Accentor, Brandt's 

Mountain Finch and Chukar. We also got to photograph some stunning landscapes en route. Such birds as 

Lammergeier, Golden Eagle, Upland Buzzard, White browed Tit-Warbler, Tibetan Partridge, Red-billed Chough, 

Horned Lark and Himalayan Snowcock were the highlights of our stay. 

 

 

 

 

 Very well camouflaged Snow Leopard and cub! 

 

 

 


